Abstract

This report presents a tool developed for the analysis and visualisation of Rolling Horizon Evolutionary Algorithms, featuring a GUI which allows integration within the General Video Game AI Framework. Users are able to easily customize the parameters of the agent between runs and observe an in-depth analysis of its performance through various visual information extracted from gameplay data, live while playing the game. This visualisation aims to inform a deeper analysis into algorithm behaviour, in an attempt to justify why they make the decisions they do and improve their performance based on this knowledge.

Introduction

Gameplay data analysis and visualisation is a highly active research field, primarily concerned with human player data mining and analysis. Many applications exist for this type of research, which mainly focus on player behaviour and its impact on the game’s development cycle: from the design of the game, to adjustments, expansion and player retention. Player behaviour data is also often used in Procedural Content Generation to tailor a player’s experience to their play style. However, little research has been done involving AI agents’ gameplaying data specifically. Typically, when the performance of an algorithm is tested on a game, the authors look at win rate, game score, and/or speed of task completion. Algorithms may also be compared to one another, to determine which is better. But this does not answer the question of why - what traits of their behaviours make one better over the other?

This report describes a first version of a general AI visualisation tool, which currently supports only Rolling Horizon Evolutionary Algorithms (RHEA) (Gaina et al. 2017) and is connected through a user-friendly interface to the General Video Game AI Framework (GVGAI) (Perez-Liebana et al. 2018) for proof of concept. The Visual Evaluation for RHEA Tool in GVGAI (VERTIGØ) offers the possibility of more in-depth performance analysis of AI agents on a variety of different games. Agent performance is broken down into several metrics for analysis of what actually occurs during the game and understanding of why the agent makes its decisions. This work will lead to assessing exactly what is successful and in which scenarios, allowing for improvements in overall agent performance.

Background

Visual Game Analysis

There is extensive literature on game data mining and gameplay data analysis and visualisation. Wallner and Kriglstein (Wallner and Kriglstein 2013) give a large overview of the state of the art in their survey, identifying various classifications of the works, based on applications, target audience and representation type. The applications of visual data analysis are quite extensive as well, ranging from game design (Drachen and Canossa 2009) to analysing player behaviour (Weber, Mateas, and Jhala 2011) and understanding player movement (Hoobler, Humphreys, and Agrawala 2004). Additionally, gameplay data analysis can be used to identify cheating in various games; one form of cheating is botting, where players use AI agents to play the game instead. Mitterhofer et al. (Mitterhofer et al. 2009) used logs of character movement to identify botting.

Several tools have been created for visual data analysis as well. One example is Scelight (Belicza ) for StarCraft II, which provides various statistical information (e.g. game length, speed and other player specific information) and diagrams showing, for example, which and how many actions are performed every minute. Another tool is “Echo”, designed for DotA 2 (of York DC Labs and ESL 2017) and launched at ESL One Hamburg. “Echo” gathers statistics about matches played and overlays visual information on top of the game currently played for a more detailed analysis of gameplay, in order to enhance the viewing experience.

However, there are not many stand-alone visualization tools or in-depth analysis of inner workings of AI algorithms playing games. Some projects exist which look directly at tools for visualizing Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) within specific games, e.g. (Schmoyer 2016). Volz et al. (Volz et al. 2017) proposed a set of algorithm and game measures and prototyped a visualization tool for general video game playing. The work presented in this paper extends this proposal by implementing an extended set of measures and formalizing a visualization tool that is decoupled from GVGAI.
General video game AI

The GVGAI Framework and Competition (Perez-Liebana et al. 2018) aims to test AI agents on various games, with the hopes of finding a general agent capable of a high level of play in any known and unknown environments. The framework comprises of over 160 games currently, with 5 levels each. Due to the large number and variety of problems, it is highly unlikely that an agent employing one technique will prove successful in all of them, as Ashlock et al. suggest in (Ashlock, Perez-Liebana, and Saunders 2017). The authors discuss the option of gathering algorithms which do perform well on a subset of these problems and classifying the games based on algorithm performance for a hyper heuristic method. In this context, in-depth analysis of algorithm performance is needed in order to form the game classification proposed.

Modular RHEA

Rolling Horizon Evolutionary Algorithms (RHEA) are a subset of EAs using sequences of actions to play in the game as individuals in the population to be evolved. A Forward Model (FM) of the game is needed to evaluate the individuals, by simulating through the actions in the sequence. States reached through this simulation are evaluated using a heuristic function and this value contributes to the fitness of the individuals. Various genetic operators can be applied to the population in order to generate new individuals, such as mutation (modifying some actions in the sequence) or crossover (combining individuals in different ways). Our current implementation of RHEA is kept modular, allowing the user to toggle on or off different parts of the algorithm, controlled through a large set of hyper parameters. These include population size, individual length, budget allocated (in Forward Model calls), heuristic used etc. All features have been previously discussed in various publications (Gaina et al. 2017; Gaina, Lucas, and Liébana 2017a; 2017b).

Analysis and Visualization Tool

VERTIGO\(^1\) consists of in-depth analysis and visualisation systems developed independently of the GVGAI framework as stand-alone applications. Currently only the RHEA agent is supported, in the parameterized version described above. A Java application allows for integration within GVGAI, as well as easy-to-use interaction with the system while running AI agents on the multitude of games in GVGAI. Users are therefore able to adjust algorithm hyper parameters; change games and levels played; customise and toggle displays on or off; observe game area, numerical summaries of the runs and graphs produced by VERTIGO, visually showcasing differences in agent performance.

While the agent plays a game, features describing its experience are recorded in files and then analysed by a separate Python script. This script presents the information in visual form through a collection of graphs including: convergence of the algorithm at each game tick (generation number when the final solution recommended was first found and not changed again until the end of evolution), the actions recommended vs those explored during evolution, overall fitness landscape, average fitness per action, game events, positional heatmap and simulations every game tick (positions are overlayed on top of the game display area). See Fig. 1 for a graph example: win and loss events are plotted based on their presence in rollouts during one game tick.

The system was evaluated internally during development, as well as exposed to human testers at the end of the development process. Its data analysis has already shown an interesting aspect: the lack of game events, otherwise a broad and abstract concept, correlates to quick convergence, an easily measured metric. As algorithms in GVGAI struggle in games with sparse rewards, this finding could be used to identify when exactly the algorithm is not receiving enough information to make intelligent decisions and act in consequence, by actively seeking to explore more of the game space, for example.

Further Work

VERTIGO could be further expanded in multiple ways. One direction would be to include more gameplay data (i.e. the long term effect of player actions on the game), and to make more direct comparisons between seemingly correlating aspects. The games could be analysed in more detail, irrespective of algorithm, to spot when interesting events happen (e.g. a burst of enemies spawning), then comparing this with algorithm data to analyse the algorithm’s reactions to these events and improve heuristic functions. Additionally, more algorithms could be added to the system (Monte Carlo Tree Search, for example, by exposing their hyper parameters and implementing the feature analysis). This would allow users to quickly compare between not only different settings of the same method, but different methods altogether, and answer the question of why one is better than the other in a particular game.

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/rdgain/VERTIGO
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